Perfect Image! Can I use it?

"Maple leaves" is in the Public Domain, CC0

Images you find
- Do you need permission to use an image?

Images you create
- What permissions will you give to the public to use your images?

Range of Rights

Copyright
- Restrictions on re-use
- Restrictions on sharing
- Required seeking permission

Creative Commons
- License granted by creator
- For sharing and re-using
- For modifying into new work

Public Domain
- No restrictions
- Free to share, re-use, and modify

Types of Licenses

Attribution CC BY
- Share, remix, tweak, build upon: no restrictions
- Give credit to author

Attribution-NonCommercial CC BY-NC
- Share, tweak, remix for non-commercial purposes
- Credit author
- Any license on new work allowed

Attribution ShareAlike CC BY-SA
- Share, remix, build upon
- Credit author
- Use same license for new creation

Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike CC BY-NC-SA
- Remix, tweak, build upon for non-commercial purposes
- Credit author
- Use same license for new creation

Attribution-NonCommercial CC BY-ND
- Redistribution
- Credit author
- No changes allowed

Attribution-NoDerivs CC BY-NC-ND
- Download and share
- No changes allowed
- Credit author
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